Durban’s Corruptions and Disruptions
Dennis Brutus Memorial Debate
Sturdy British businessmen
made this town (and ‘Coolies’!)
Light-festoons along the beach
dribble away the nutriment
of glaucous hunger-swollen urchins;
proud men display perverse inverted pride
as carrier-beasts for lording colonialness;
the stairs are occupied by ancient odors
of curry, hospitality and insecurity,
and the image of incited rampage
is cherished like a rusted hunting knife
amid the bustle of rapacity,
uncertain liberals and pink gins.

Dennis Brutus
Warwick Market solidarity protest

Our goal is to disrupt the corrupt. Dennis Brutus, who died in 2009 after living most of his last five years in
Durban, would look down on our city centre from Musgrave’s western heights and pass harsh judgment on a
political transition that replaced racial with class apartheid, on a sports tourism paradise replete with SA’s most
extreme eco-social contradictions, and on redevelopment that further squeezes and pollutes the poors.
He would gaze from Musgrave, where he lived in a granny cottage, and he see the Albert Luthuli International
Convention Centre and next-door Durban Exhibition Centre, together the largest conference facility in Africa.
Within a few blocks, swanky hotels serving middle- and upper-class clients – some drinking pink gins, other
snorting coke –adjoin the most democratic public space in South Africa, Durban’s beachfront, itself rehabilitated
just before the 2010 soccer World Cup. New highway extensions into the city as well as a new airport and
beachfront drive give visitors the most luxurious entrance to any SA city.
The view as you enter the sports precinct from the wealthy
neighborhoods of Durban North is simply spectacular, with golf courses on
both sides giving way to two world-class stadia on your right and exceptional
beaches on your left to the east. The 70,000-seat, R3.4 billion Mabhida
Stadium is delightful to view, so long as we keep out of sight and mind the
city’s vast backlogs of unmet needs for housing, water and sanitation,
electricity, clinics, schools, and roads, all of which is punctuated by the
absurd cost escalation. Harder to keep from view is next-door neighbor Kings
Park Stadium (until recently known as ABSA Stadium), home of Sharks
rugby, which seats 52,000 and which could easily have been extended for the
World Cup, since just a year earlier it had hosted the Confederations Cup
semifinal.
As is typical for cities hosting large international sports events, Durban
experienced a hefty World Cup hangover, mainly due to the ongoing losses
from Mabhida Stadium. The World Cup Local Organizing Committee leader,
Danny Jordaan, apologized to the country in mid-2011 because, as he put it,
‘not enough thought had gone into planning of the stadiums to ensure they
would be financially viable.’
Former Durban City Manager Mike Sutcliffe disagreed: ‘I am happy. We made the right decisions.’ But in
contrast to the money-earning Kings Park Stadium, Mabhida’s annual R90 million in operating costs were only
partially offset by income of just R65 million in the highest-use year of 2010/11. Sutcliffe’s efforts to move the
Sharks across the road repeatedly failed, so long-term municipal subsidization is required for Mabhida Stadium, as
is the case with the ICC and Point’s uShaka Marine Park, the city’s other two large white elephants.
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The main winners in the Mabhida stadium debacle were large corporations and politically connected
‘tenderpreneurs’ – who win state tenders if they are connected to established white firms – especially in the
construction sector. Journalist Sam Sole posed the question of whether Mabhida’s Stadium is an ‘arch of hope’ or a
‘yoke of debt’ in a hard-hitting investigation of local crony-capitalism. The main beneficiaries included Craig
Simmer (of Remant Alton which wrecked the municipal bus privatization); Bruinette Kruger Stoffberg (an old
Broederbonder firm that profited nicely serving the Afrikaner nationalist project); and the construction firm,
Group 5/WBHO, part of former state prosecutor Bulelani Ngcuka’s Mvelaphanda Group, whose chairman at the
time was Housing Minister Tokyo Sexwale. Local tycoon Vivian Reddy’s Edison Power also scored in the deal.
Another questionable project was the new R11 billion King Shaka International Airport, given that Durban
International Airport in South Durban had excess capacity until 2017, and that there is no public transport to King
Shaka, which is double the distance and taxi fares from central Durban. The contrast between Durban’s extreme
sports-tourism extravagances and the worsening living conditions of the vast majority of its citizens is acute. Much
of the blame for the maldistribution of resources can still properly be laid at the door of the former city manager,
once a UKZN academic and self-described ‘Marxist’ – but to us, a repressively fanatical neoliberal-nationalist.
Recovering from Sutcliffe, 2002-11. Raised in Durban and granted a PhD in geography from Ohio
State University, Sutcliffe was a very rare white technocrat who wielded enormous political power through skilled
manipulation of factions within the ruling party. To the surprise of many, he amplified his power by making a quick
loyalty shift in 2007 from former president Thabo Mbeki to local favourite Jacob Zuma.
Sutcliffe’s one-man reign terrorized many poor and working people, and also irritated the white petitbourgeoisie who saw him as a rabid Stalinist, especially when without consultation, he changed more than a
hundred colonial-era street names (such as Moore Rd to Che Guevara Rd). But shifts in appearance matter little,
when with Sutcliffe’s facilitation, the city’s apartheid structures also evolved into even more discriminatory and
exclusionary zones, like the new edge city of Umhlanga – with the southern hemisphere’s largest shopping mall –
and nearby ‘gated communities’ such as Mount Edgecombe.
Sutcliffe’s departure interview with the Financial Mail last December was revealing: ‘As far as the decisions go,
there are no regrets; we did what was necessary and had to be done.’ No regrets? Wikipedia’s entry on Sutcliffe
lists his legacy as ‘street renamings, the loss of the city’s Blue Flag beach status, illegally banning protests, banning
posters, serious human rights abuses in the city’s housing program, the failed privatization of the city’s bus system,
allegations of spin-doctoring, the failed uShaka Marine World, threats to withdraw advertising from newspapers
employing journalists critical of the municipality, lack of action against environmental destruction, favouritism
toward ANC-aligned individuals and businesses, unlawful and at times violent violations of the basic rights of
street traders and shack dwellers and corruption.’
Speaking to Durban’s Daily News, Sutcliffe was adamant: ‘I have never been and will
never be involved in fraud and corruption.’ Yet even the provincial ANC requested a forensic
investigation after the national auditor-general’s 2009-10 report on the city identified
‘irregular expenditure’ of more than R500 million that year and ‘irregular housing contracts’
of more than R3.2 billion during Sutcliffe’s reign. Three other municipal officials were also
implicated.
The still-secret Manase Report suggested Sutcliffe personally repay R1.1
million in damages caused by ignoring his colleagues’ corruption. For example, contracts for
building more than 3000 houses (R200+ million) involved the notoriously ostentatious
Mpisane family, who face multiple prosecutions for tax fraud and corruption.
In 2010, Sutcliffe told The Daily News, ‘The reports that these houses were built to substandard levels are absolute nonsense and part of media frenzy. I challenge anyone to visit
every single one of those houses and they will see that the houses are not falling apart.’ The
National Home Builders’ Registration Council then found defects in more than 1000
Mpisane-built houses, with more than a third requiring structural rehabilitation.
The closest to a confession by Sutcliffe was last December in The Daily News: ‘We have not followed every
single supply chain mechanism in the book because we needed to ensure service delivery took place efficiently. We
have been able to build more than 22,000 houses in one year because we fast-tracked procedures.’ But many
thousands more houses should have been built, more quickly and with much better quality and less cronyism.
By the time of the World Cup, Durban’s housing backlog stood at 234,000, yet as the Academy for Science in
South Africa determined last May, the annual addition to the city’s low-income housing stock had dropped from
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16,000 to 9,500 by 2009: ‘given the current budget the backlog will only be cleared by 2040.’ In 2008, Sutcliffe had
told the Mail&Guardian newspaper, ‘We can address the housing backlog in the city within seven or eight years’.
Last year featured many such allegations against Sutcliffe, as an open feud with former city mayor Obed Mlaba
left blood dripping from knives in both their backs. Last January, Sutcliffe publicly announced that he wanted
another five-year contract. But he had made too many mistakes and enemies, and his ally leading the provincial
ANC, John Mchunu, had died the year before.
Other complaints mounted: Sutcliffe’s supersized salary and bonuses (higher than Zuma’s); brutality against
street children removed prior to major events and against fisherfolk trying to use beach piers; the celebrated 2010
beachfront rehab’s still-empty storefronts and dead palm trees; and the unprocedural street renaming, culminating
in November with a Supreme Court decision against Sutcliffe on the first nine changes.
Sutcliffe’s last month on the job in late 2011 must have been even more frustrating, beginning on December 2
with yet another defeat in court against activists demanding the right to march in central Durban. Opposed to the
useless COP17 UN climate summit, their desired route passed the US Consulate, City Hall and the International
Convention Centre. This was approved by a local judge who made Sutcliffe pay court costs.
Then came revenge. ‘Obviously smarting from his failure to impose his will on our right to assembly and
protest, he hired more than 150 ‘Host City Volunteers’,’ explained Rehad Desai of the Democratic Left Front. ‘Paid
R180 for their services,’ these ‘Green Bomber goons’ – as Desai called them to remind of Robert Mugabe’s
Zimbabwe paramilitary – wore distinctive green tracksuits with Durban and COP17 logos and attacked the
December 3 march of around 8000 people. The DLF activists were ‘denied water, beaten with fists and had their
banners torn down. The rural women, representing countries from all over Africa, were taunted by certain Green
Bombers with crude sexist abuse.’ Five days later at City Hall, Desai and two other activists from Greenpeace and
ActionAid were attacked by Sutcliffe’s Green Bombers, simply for holding up posters: ‘Zuma stand with the poor
not the corporations.’ Remarked Sutcliffe in The Witness newspaper the next day, ‘They deserved that reaction
from people.’
Critical academics label this thuggish ideology ‘neoliberal nationalism’: a vindictive, anti-poor deployment of
state power and resources, combined with revolutionary-sounding bombast, reviving Mbeki’s ‘talk-left, walk-right’
moves. We saw this most vividly in Sutcliffe’s 2009 attempt to evict low-income informal traders from the centuryold Warwick Early Morning Fruit/Vegetable Market on behalf of a crony’s shopping mall project, which only mass
community protests reversed following a late-night police attack. (This was the last protest Dennis Brutus
attended – see pic.)
Sutcliffe oversaw other infrastructure disasters. Public transport declined, water systems failed and his
shipping/petrochemical-centric urban industrial project threatens South Durban’s 200,000 residents with forced
relocation and more pollution. And Sutcliffe’s promotion of the World Bank’s Clean Development Mechanism for
Durban’s Bisasar Road landfill cemented environmental racism, and promoted the ‘privatisation of the air’ as a
false solution to climate change.
Durban disruptions. From such contradictions arise intense contestations, which usually turn violent
from the top down. Last week, Durban’s taxi drivers defeated the police through intimidation but this is the
exception that proves the rule. Police are regularly let loose on Durban communities that attempt to stage nonviolent marches. Shackdwellers, market traders, fisherfolk, homeless children, organized labor, and residents’
organizations are treated with contempt by city officials. Grassroots groups like the South Durban Community
Environmental Alliance, the Chatsworth Westcliff Flatdwellers, Abahlali base Mjondolo shackdwellers and
Clairwood Ratepayers and Residents Association have long condemned race- and class-biased municipal policy and
Sutcliffe’s viciousness.
Since 2009, to take an arbitrary date, their protests were passionate, especially against polluting industries and
a neoliberal, repressive municipality that regularly denies demonstrators their rights to protest. Consider some of
these in chronological order.
In January 2009, the Qadi people at Inanda Dam revolted over their uncompensated land claim and were
denied permission to protest at the Dusi Canoe Marathon. Durban University of Technology (DUT) staff and
students went on strike over salary and fee grievances. In February, DUT was joined by University of KwaZuluNatal (UKZN) students. There were municipal service protests in Ntuzuma and protests against police violence in
Umlazi. In March, the DUT students protested again, as did bus commuters and the South Durban Community
Environmental Alliance, angry at the lack of state regulation of the oil industry. In April, community activists
tackled inadequate housing in KwaMashu and Lamontville, while traders at the Warwick Junction Early Morning
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Market put the city on notice that a shopping mall would not displace their century-old institution. In May there
were protests against forced removals and inadequate housing in Siyanda, Marianhill and Lamontville, while the
South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) tackled Shell Oil, and Warwick traders continued their
anti-displacement protests. In June, there were demonstrations by victims of electricity disconnections and shack
fires at Kennedy Road and of substandard housing in Lindelani, as well as conflicts over conditions in the Umlazi
hostels. The local chapter of Zimbabwe’s Movement for Democratic Change protested at Home Affairs and won
concessions.
Between June and July 2009, the Early Morning Market protests grew more intense. Public sector doctors were
on strike, and National Union of Mineworkers members fought for higher wages from Mabhida Stadium building
contractors, as did Durban bus drivers, who demanded the retention of routes that the failed privatization
threatened to close. Residents joined the bus drivers protesting Durban transport in July, and the South African
Municipal Workers Union struck the municipality. Hungry, the South African Unemployed People's Movement
protested in two major downtown food stores, eating while sitting-in, suffering more than 100 arrests but making
a visceral point. In August, Warwick traders continued their struggle against eviction. Other public sector workers
on strike included the Communications Workers Union against the Post Office, Telkom workers versus Telkom,
and social workers against the provincial government. There were protests by Lamontville residents against poor
housing, while nearby, Clairwood and Bluff residents protested truckers. In September, Durban’s tow truck drivers
protested Johannesburg competitors in the context of weak regulation. In October, the Abahlali baseMjondolo
movement – evicted from Kennedy Road the previous month in an attack – won a court victory over the provincial
Slums Act. In Chatsworth, communities protested the toxic BulBul dump, eventually leading to prosecution of the
corporation running the landfill and ultimately winning closure in 2010. Mangosuthu University of Technology
students protested fees, and ratepayers associations complained about electricity price increases. In November,
residents of Wentworth and other South Durban communities marched in central Durban against low-quality,
high-priced service delivery, while residents of Hammarsdale and Mayville also demonstrated for better services.
Marrianridge activists demanded housing, and Phoenix residents were in up in arms over poor treatment at the
Mahatma Gandhi Memorial Hospital. UKZN workers began regular protests against the increasingly common and
exploitative practice of labor broking.
In 2010 protests were even more intense, given labor unrest mainly over wages and outsourcing. In January,
Mangosuthu Tech and DUT students demanded lower tuition fees. South Durban residents protested municipal
regulation of truckers, while Umlazi hostel residents demanded urgent upgrading. In February the students
continued demonstrating. In Verulam, traders attacked the municipality over rental policy. In the south, SDCEA
began national protests against the $3.75 billion World Bank loan to Eskom. Inner-city flatdwellers and bus
commuters also protested municipal policies. In March, there were outsourced labor protests against UKZN
security and transport operations and against food prices at the DUT, as well as by Abahlali baseMjondolo against
state repression. In April these were joined by UKZN students demanding better accommodation and an end to
financial-based exclusions, while the South African Municipal Workers Union embarked on a strike, and the South
African Communist Party marched against rampant state corruption. In May the South African Transport and
Allied Workers Union had a successful wage strike that paralyzed the harbor, leaving hundreds of boats at sea,
unable to unload. In June, there were two protests against the World Cup: by Stallion Security companies over pay
at the first match held in the R3.4 billion Mabhida Stadium, and then by Durban communities against the white
elephant stadium. In July, communities gathered to protest xenophobia (and its causes in state and business
policies), and fisherfolk were arrested after being denied access to the main piers. In August, the massive public
sector strike began, affecting especially health facilities and schools, as well as Home Affairs. There were also
protests against sweatshops in the vicinity of Durban, and in Umlazi there were service delivery protests. In
September, UKZN student accommodation protests were followed by South Durban environment demonstrations
in November and December, the latter as part of the ‘1000 Cancúns’ called by Via Campesina.
Student protests over fees and exclusions began the 2011 year in Durban, compelling a DUT shutdown in early
February – repeated in July-August – and ongoing protests at several UKZN campuses. By late March, police action
against students with tear gas and rubber bullets led to scores of injuries, and the escalation continued for another
week. In April, water cannons and rubber bullets were also used against Mangosuthu Tech students in Umlazi.
From March to June, numerous mass protests were registered in relation to the May municipal elections, including
Inkatha against the breakaway National Freedom Party and African National Congress, as well as internecine
African National Congress battles. In June, KwaDukuza was the site of major protests by – and repression of –
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commuters angered by rising transport price hikes. There were 155 arrests, and police killed one protester. In July,
hundreds of fisherfolk protested against municipal and provincial restrictions on fishing, and thousands of
metalworkers and Congress of South African Trade Union activists marched against police brutality and workplace
exploitation in Pinetown and central Durban. Between July and August, protests over municipal disconnections of
electricity occurred at Sea Cow Lake near the N2 highway (leaving one municipal subcontractor dead), at Kennedy
Road in Clare Estate (with police shootings), and in Chatsworth where Westcliff Flatdwellers succeeded in
reversing a downgrading of electricity from 60 to 40 amps. There have been many protests in subsequent months,
including the annual Unfreedom Day march led by Abahlali baseMjondolo, and regular service delivery protests,
such as in Shallcross on Monday, when 1000 shackdwellers demanded their promised Free Basic Electricity.
Although aside from the BulBul dump closure, the only genuine victories (aside from wage struggles) – won in
late 2008 by Abahlali baseMjondolo and mid-2009 by Warwick Early Morning Market activists – were defensive in
nature; the vast majority of protests mentioned above are inspiring reflections of resistance. And there were
probably scores more expressions of protest across the city during this period not covered by journalists and
hence by the Centre for Civil Society Social Protest Observatory. (Durban’s two main English papers, The Mercury
and Daily News, have been victims of cutbacks, as the Dublin owners reduced coverage and sent profits abroad.)
The cost of the struggle for a decent Durban. But it must also be acknowledged that protest
sometimes carries the highest personal price. Durban can be an extremely dangerous place for activists, dating
back decades. Earlier high-profile assassinations of political philosopher Rick Turner (1978), Griffiths Mxenge
(1981) and Victoria Mxenge (1985) were carried out by apartheid hit squads. The 1980s and 1990s witnessed
thousands of murders of both ANC-aligned and Inkatha activists, though the preponderance of evidence implicates
the Botha and de Klerk regimes’ collaboration with Inkatha, including arming its leadership. But somehow even
after the ANC-Inkatha rivalry was won by the former at the ballot box and after the Zulu nationalists faded badly as
a rural political party with a few strongholds among Durban hostel-dwellers, the method of settling local political
scores with bullets continued.
On July 11, 2011, for example, Durban’s leading ruling party official, Sbu Sibiya, was assassinated at his home,
four months after ANC councilor Wiseman Mshibe was shot dead. In early August 2011, Chatsworth leader of the
National Freedom Party Gundu Makhanya, was killed, and across the province, several other NFP leaders were
killed in weeks before and after. The other leading party with African township support, the Congress of the
People, suffered extreme harassment by the ANC just before the 2009 national elections. In early 2009 in Umlazi
township, a hail of 50 AK-47 bullets killed traditional leader Inkosi Mbongeleni Zondi, grandson of Bhambatha
Zondi, the Zulu leader who led a rebellion against Natal colonial officials in 1906. A month later in the suburb of
New Germany, the local leader of the South African National Civic Organization, Jimmy Mtolo, was shot on a
Saturday morning by an assassin who came into his office ostensibly seeking help with housing. His daughter, ANC
Member of Parliament Ntombikayise Sibhidla, complained about police failure to find the murderer. A few weeks
later, in April 2009, the next assassination victim was SDCEA leader Ahmed Osman, gunned down on his stoop in
cold blood on a warm late-summer evening, in the midst of fighting companies responsible for toxic waste releases
in Clairwood. In 2008, SDCEA’s Des D’Sa was nearly killed in a firebombing of his flat. In 2007, ward councilor and
former SDCEA member Rajah Naidoo was the victim of a similar hit.
In August 2008, demonstrations in the center of town in front of the ICC led to the death of 22-year-old
University of South Africa political science student Mthoko Nkwanyana, who was protesting high tuition fees
alongside 400 others; police used tear gas so aggressively that he died in the skirmish. This was reminiscent of a
similar protest at UKZN’s Westville campus in 2001 when Michael Makhabane was killed by security guards during
a peaceful protest of more than 500 students, again against high fees. Another youth, Marcel King, was killed in
June 2004 in Phoenix township, not far from Gandhi’s settlement, shot between the eyes by security guards hired
by the Durban municipality to disconnect illegal electricity hookups. According to his brother Jonathan, ‘My mother
was involved in a confrontation with a security guard who had just hit her because she had tried to climb on to the
back of his van. Marcel tried to pull her away but the guard cocked his gun and began firing.’
In July 2007, civil society activist Sajida Khan died because Durban municipal toxins, floating across Clare Road
from Bisasar Road dump, gave her two bouts of cancer. The most famous post-apartheid death cannot be
attributed to government, opposition parties, business or gangs, though: activist Gugu Dlamini was killed in
December 2008 by Umlazi residents who stigmatized her AIDS education work and stoned her to death. Activists
mourn them all, as well as two giant leaders of struggle and independent progressive politics who died peacefully
in late 2009 and early 2010, respectively, Dennis Brutus and Fatima Meer.
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Building on past achievement, confronting new corruptions. For progressives concerned about
Durban’s degeneration, the time of despondency, defeat and defensiveness is not yet past. Yet our history shows
points of popular resistance that give grounds for hope. Initially, for example, Zulu King Shaka and his warriors
defended against British settlers in the early 1800s, and a century later in Phoenix, Mahatma Gandhi innovated
Satyagraha, truth-force civil disobedience, to advance Indian ethnic rights. Our country’s modern trade union
movement began here in Africa’s largest harbor with the 1973 dockworker strike, and the rise of the ‘new urban
social movements’ began in the Chatsworth community in 1998.
Durban activists demanded access to anti-retroviral AIDS medicines in the late 1990s and early 2000s, helping
to defeat Big Pharma, the World Trade Organization, and the Bill Clinton and Thabo Mbeki regimes by 2004 so that
today more than 1.4 million South Africans have access to medicines that a decade earlier cost $15,000 per person
per year. The first high-profile martyr of this cause was Durban AIDS educator Gugu Dlamini in Umlazi in 1998 and
the first sustained critiques of Mbeki’s genocidal denialism occurred in 2000 at the International AIDS Conference.
Over the past fifteen years, South Durban activists have led the way on environmental justice activism, with the
closure of the Umlazi landfill a major 1996 victory for activists led by Bobby Peek (who subsequently founded
groundWork). Shackdwellers emerged as a major movement when in 2005 Abahlali baseMjondolo was founded at
Kennedy Road. Nearby, at the Bisasar Road landfill, a five-year campaign was waged by Sajida Khan (until her 2007
death) against South Africa’s first big Clean Development Mechanism which in turn led to the founding of the
Durban Group for Climate Justice international network in 2004.
Still, the idea of a broad front of Durban’s oppressed appears as a far-off aspiration. Those who seek such an
alliance are continually reminded of city leaders who surprised power and often made enormous progress: Shaka
and Gandhi; the ANC’s founding president John Langalibalele Dube and its first Nobel Prize-winning president
Albert Luthuli; martyred communist leader Johannes Nkosi; Monty Naicker who in the late 1940s allied Indians
with the ANC; the founder of the Black Consciousness Movement Steven Biko; the 1973 dockworkers; the Mxenges
and other United Democratic Front leaders; the Chatsworth community activists who revived class politics in the
late 1990s; those who built the Diakonia Council of Churches liberatory legacy; and intellectuals like Turner, Meer
and Brutus. Occasionally, as at the World Conference Against Racism in 2001 and the Global Day of Action against
climate change last December 3, there is hope that these traditions of Durban activism find like-minded
opportunities for solidarity with visitors.
But the way forward can only be found through debate and dialogue, which is the point of the 2012 series of
the Brutus Memorial Debate, kindly funded by the Rosa Luxemburg Foundation. This series continues and replaces
the Harold Wolpe Lecture Series, which from 2002-2011 was held at CCS nearly every month. Due to the funding
shift, the Brutus Debate will be held three times per year, kicking off in 2012 with ‘Durban’s Corruptions and
Disruptions’ – a learning session for us to record and understand our city residents’ grievances. From these we
anticipate more opportunities for activism and research for social change, in the spirit of Dennis Brutus.

Who was Dennis Brutus? Born in 1924 in Harare, he was raised in Port Elizabeth and educated at Fort Hare
and Wits Universities. He led the anti-apartheid sports boycott and was responsible for denying white South Africa
access to the Olympics in Mexico, as well as cricket, rugby, tennis and other boycotts. He was shot while escaping
apartheid police in Johannesburg and served time with Mandela on Robben Island, where he gained the reputation
as one of the continent’s greatest poets. In exile he worked for the ANC in London and then taught at Northwestern
Univ in Chicago and Univ of Pittsburgh in the US, chairing the latter’s Africana Studies department. He became a
strategist of global justice mobilisation after the battle against apartheid was won, but on his return to South Africa
in 2004, based at CCS, he was our most powerful force linking local and global – always fighting injustice with nonviolent tactics and with a commitment to building critical civil society and a committed intelligentsia in its service.
To get involved in CCS, contact us at 031 260 3195; follow our events at http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za – all welcome!
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